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BLOXALL 70 LINE
ALUMINIUM
EI 60

EI 60 class glazed firewall frame, constructed with 20/10 steel tubular bearing
frame, Protected on the two sides by sheets of cement based silicate, asbestos
free, fixed mechanically to the structure. Coplanar extruded aluminium covering profiles, alloy
to UNI 3569 TA 16 standard, drawn in a manner to create a rabbet between the fixed and mobile
frames, and housings for the cold smoke and heat expansion seals. Total frame thickness 70
mm. Made with or without central strip.
SPECIFICATIONS

ADJUSTABLE THREE-WING HINGES welded to the
structure, rotating on thrust bearings and with stainless
steel pins.
LOCK Self-locking, released by turning the handle.
Nickel plated Yale type DRUM.
Stainless steel fire prevention HANDLES.
SELF-CLOSING mechanism: aerial door closer.
Self-locking CHAIN on the second wing, and visible
closing adjuster only on two glazed wings.
GLASS EXTRACLEAR PYROSTOP 60 EI 60 mm.23
SURFACE finish with paints or anodising with RAL 10133000 – 5010 6005 - 7016 - 7035 - 8017 - 9005 - 9006
- 9010 colours. Anodising: OX Silver, OX Bronze, OX Black.

BLOXALL 95 LINE
ALUMINIUM
EI 90 EI 120

EI 120, EI 90 class glazed firewall frame, constructed with 20-30/10 steel
tubular bearing frame, Protected on the two sides by sheets of cement based
silicate, asbestos free, fixed mechanically to the structure. Coplanar extruded aluminium
covering profiles, alloy to UNI 3569 TA 16 standard, drawn in a manner to create a rabbet
between the fixed and mobile frames, and housings for the cold smoke and heat expansion
seals. Total frame thickness 95 mm. Made with or without central strip.
SPECIFICATIONS

ADJUSTABLE THREE-WING HINGES welded to the
structure, rotating on thrust bearings and with stainless
steel pins.
LOCK Self-locking, released by turning the handle.
Nickel plated Yale type DRUM.
Stainless steel fire prevention HANDLES.
SELF-CLOSING mechanism: aerial door closer.
Self-locking CHAIN on the second wing, and visible
closing adjuster only on two glazed wings.
Fireproof PYROSTOP GLASS, from of ultra-clear float
panes with Apiro material interposed between them, total
thickness EI 90 mm 48 - EI 120 mm. 52.
SURFACE finish with paints or anodising with RAL 10133000 – 5010 6005 - 7016 - 7035 - 8017 - 9005 - 9006
- 9010 colours. Anodising: OX Silver, OX Bronze, OX Black.
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NEW LINE BLOXALL SPECIAL
RARE FINISHING
EI 60 EI 90 EI 120
EI 120, EI 90, EI 60 class glazed firewall frame, constructed with 20-30/10 steel
tubular bearing frame, protected on the two sides by sheets of cement based
silicate, asbestos free, fixed mechanically to the structure. Coplanar extruded aluminium
covering profiles, alloy to UNI 3569 TA 16 standard, drawn in a manner to create a rabbet
between the fixed and mobile frames, and housings for the cold smoke and heat expansion
seals. Total frame thickness 70/95 mm. Made with or without central strip.
SPECIFICATIONS

Covering profiles in: SATIN FINISH STAINLESS STEEL,
POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL, GALVANISED STAINLESS
STEEL (GUCCI GOLD OR PRADA BLACK), CORTEN STEEL.
ADJUSTABLE THREE-WING HINGES welded to the
structure, rotating on thrust bearings and with stainless
steel pins.
LOCK Self-locking, released by turning the handle.
Nickel plated Yale type DRUM.
Stainless steel fire prevention HANDLES.
SELF-CLOSING mechanism: aerial door closer.
Self-locking CHAIN on the second wing, and visible
closing adjuster only on two glazed wings.
Fireproof PYROSTOP GLASS, from of ultra-clear float
panes with Apiro material interposed between them, total
thickness EI 60 23 mm - EI 90 mm. 48 - EI 120 mm. 52.
SURFACE finish with paints or anodising with RAL 10133000 – 5010 6005 - 7016 - 7035 - 8017 - 9005 - 9006
- 9010 colours. Anodising: OX Silver, OX Bronze, OX Black.

ISOSTAHL 50 LINE
STEEL
EI 30 EI 60

EI 60 or EI 30 class glazed firewall frame, constructed with a cold formed 15/10
steel tubular bearing frame, insulated internally with silicate base inorganic
material, asbestos free, with grooves for holding cold smoke seals and heat expansion seals.
Frame with 20 mm stop wings. Total frame thickness 50 mm. Made with or without central strip
SPECIFICATIONS

HEAVY STEEL HINGES with three adjustable wings
screwed to the frame, rotating on thrust bearings and
with stainless steel pins.
LOCK Self-locking, released by turning the handle.
Nickel plated Yale type DRUM.
Stainless steel fire prevention HANDLES.
SELF-CLOSING mechanism: aerial door closer.
Self-locking CHAIN on the second wing, and visible
closing adjuster only on two glazed wings.
GLASS EXTRACLEAR PYROSTOP 60 EI 60 mm. 23 - EI
30 mm. 15..
SURFACE finish with powder paints for interiors, oven
cooked with RAL 1013- 3000 – 5010 6005 - 7016 - 7035
- 8017 - 9005 - 9006 - 9010 colours.
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RESTAHL 50 LINE
STEEL
E 30 E 60 E 90 E 120

E 30, E 60, E 90, E 120 class glazed firewall frame, constructed with a cold
formed 15/10 steel tubular bearing frame, with grooves for holding cold
smoke seals and heat expansion seals for hot smoke. Frame with 20 mm stop wings. Total
frame thickness 50 mm. Made with or without central strip.
SPECIFICATIONS

HEAVY STEEL HINGES with three adjustable wings
screwed to the frame, rotating on thrust bearings and
with stainless steel pins.
LOCK Self-locking, released by turning the handle.
Nickel plated Yale type DRUM.
Stainless steel fire prevention HANDLES.
SELF-CLOSING mechanism: aerial door closer.
Self-locking CHAIN on the second wing, and visible
closing adjuster only on two glazed wings.
Transparent 8 mm thick flame plate GLASS.
SURFACE finish with powder paints for interiors, oven
cooked with RAL 1013- 3000 – 5010 6005 - 7016 - 7035
- 8017 - 9005 - 9006 - 9010 colours.

